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AUTHOR'S NOTE

The article "Making Use of Basis Changes to Earn Income" was probably the first
detailed instructional statement directed toward teaching country elevator managers how to hedge. During World War II, there was no future trading in Illinoisproduced grains and soybeans. In the years following the war, elevators remained
small and made a living from handling margins, storage for farmers and, most
important, from storage of grain for the Commodity Credit Corporation. Merchandising and hedging skills had been mostly lost. Storage space increased rapidly
to meet needs for storing surplus grains and, later, to accommodate the shift from
harvesting and storing corn to corn combines. It involved the restructuring of the
entire industry. This first effort of teaching about hedging was widely circulated
among country elevators and used at area schools for elevator managers. It was followed by a long list of publications and "Basis Outlook" letters that were part of
a decade-long program of teaching grain merchandising and hedging. In the process,
we learned a great deal about the practicalities of hedging.
The rather long and tedious paper is reproduced in full as illustrative of the effort.
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M A K I N G USE OF BASIS CHANGES TO EARN INCOME

There is a large and increasing amount of country elevator storage space in Illinois.
Space has a cost depreciation, interest on investment, and general overhead. It
must be used if its costs are to be covered and a profit realized.
Earnings from storage space are especially important at this time. Large earnings
from storage space arising out of government inventory programs have been used
to absorb losses arising from very narrow handling margins. Current handling
margins are too narrow for all but a few elevators to operate at a profit. Space used
exclusively for receiving and shipping grain cannot cover cost.
The supply of storage space appears to have caught up with requirements. Last
year, the increase in carryover of corn was only 48 million bushels. It does not
appear likely to be large this year. If the highly profitable government storage
operations end in the near future, many elevator businesses will be hard put to show
a favorable balance sheet.
Most elevator companies prefer to store grain for the accounts of farmers and government rather than for their own accounts. Storage for these accounts requires less
capital and less skill and is more certain to earn a storage charge. However, a wellrounded storage program necessarily includes the use of hedges in futures markets
because
1.

Only through the use of hedges can occupancy be maintained at maximum levels. An elevator must have a sufficient amount of storage space to handle the
peak loads of harvests. If grain purchased and accumulated at harvest is shipped
immediately after harvest, the space remains empty until the next harvest.
Grain placed on store by farmers is frequently sold soon after harvest. Most of
it is sold well ahead of the next harvest. If it is sold and shipped by the elevator, the space remains empty.

2.

The going market price for the use of space offered by potential basis change
is frequently greater than existing tariff rates. Therefore, space used to store
hedged inventory will earn more than space leased to other parties.

T. A. Hieronymus is associate professor of agricultural marketing, University of Illinois.
Paper prepared April 1959.
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3.

A good merchandising program cannot be operated without house-controlled
inventory. To realize the highest price for grain, an elevator must be in a position to withhold grain from sale when a good outlet is not available and to
supply grain when a good sales opportunity is present. This is particularly
true in the current period of rapidly changing rail freight rates and truck transportation.

In most literature, hedging is oversimplified. A good hedging program has certain
requirements. The first is adequate capital and sources of credit. Hedged inventories
must be owned and futures accounts margined. Credit for purposes of carrying
hedged inventories can be obtained at a very high proportion of inventory value.
However, relatively few country banks regularly finance such inventories, and
for this reason it is often necessary for elevators to teach banks the rudiments of
hedging or to seek alternative sources of credit.
Second, basis behavior is uncertain. When one owns an unhedged inventory, one
is speculating in price. When one owns a hedged inventory, one is speculating in
basis change. Because the basis change makes regular seasonal patterns, speculating in basis is much easier than speculating in prices, but to trade basis successfully requires knowledge, skills, and constant, thorough attention. The use of
basis offers opportunity for substantial rewards, but not without the cost of substantial effort.
HEDGES ILLUSTRATED

To hedge is to assume a position in futures equal and opposite to an already existing cash position. One is either long cash and short futures or short cash and long
futures. Hedges should be set up on a "T" account system, with one side of the
account for cash and the other for futures. Very rarely will a country elevator
make, and never will a country elevator take, delivery. Accordingly, the two
accounts should be kept separate—cash transactions always closed out with subsequent cash transactions, and futures transactions with subsequent futures transactions.
Cash prices should be entered in the hedging account at selling prices rather than
buying prices—that is, the amount of the handling margin should not be entered
in the hedging account. If corn is purchased at $1.07 on a 3-cent margin and hedged,
it should be shown in the hedging account as purchased at $1.10.
Positions cannot be precisely balanced. Futures trading is done in contract lots
of 5,000 bushels and job lots of 1,000 bushels. Hedges are always somewhat out of
balance. The imbalance can be either long or short, as the hedger elects. It need not
ever exceed 500 bushels.
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Illustration 1 shows a cash inventory hedged in futures. There was a gain of 10 cents
a bushel on the cash and a loss of 5 cents on futures before commissions. (Commission is roughly 3 / 8 cent per bushel for nonmembers.)
ILLUSTRATION 1
DATE

CASH ACCOUNT

Oct. 10

Bought 10,000 bushels

Nov. 15

Sold 10,000 bushels

FUTURES ACCOUNT

$1.00

Sold 10,000 bushels Dec.

$1.15

1.10

Bought 10,000 bushels Dec. 1.20

+.10
Gain .05

-.05

Illustration 2 shows a short cash position hedged in futures. This hypothetical
hedge was place ahead of harvest and shows a cash gain of 12 cents and a futures
loss of 7 cents.
ILLUSTRATION 2
DATE

CASH ACCOUNT

Aug. 15

Sold 30,000 bushels

Sept. 30

Bought 30,000 bushels

FUTURES ACCOUNT

$2.17
2.05

Bought 30,000 bushels
Sold 30,000 bushels

$2.29
2.22
-.07

+.12
Gain .05

Illustration 3 shows how a hedge is moved forward as the delivery month in which
the hedge was originally placed approaches.
ILLUSTRATION 3
DATE

CASH ACCOUNT

Oct. 15

Bought 50,000 bushels

FUTURES ACCOUNT

$1.00

Nov. 25
Nov. 25
April 15

Sold 50,000 bushels Dec.

$1.18

Bought 50,000 bushels Dec. 1.22 --.04
Sold 50,000 bushels

1.29

+.29
Gain .20

Sold 50,000 bushels May
1.29
Bought 50,000 bushels May 1.34 --.05

-.09

Hedges should not be thought of as being placed and removed at specific prices. The
hedges must be thought of in terms of basis. In Illustration 1, the cash was bought
at 15 cents under and sold at 10 cents under for a gain of 5 cents. In Illustration 2,
the cash was sold at 12 under and bought at 17 under for a gain of 5 cents. In Illustration 3, the cash was bought at 18 under the December future, the hedge moved
forward at a May premium of 7 cents, and the cash was sold at 5 under for a gain
of 13 cents plus 7 cents, or a total of 20 cents.
There are two reasons for thinking in terms of basis rather than price: (1) the arithmetic is much simpler; and (2) the hedger is concerned about basis rather than
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price. When he hedges, he decides not to speculate in price. When he thinks in
terms of basis, he is helped to remember that price is no concern to him. If he
thinks in terms of price, he is likely to regard all three illustrated hedges as losing
money. True, in all three instances, more money would have been made by speculating in cash than in hedging. However, the hedges, per se, were successful.1
SOYBEAN CHARTS

Following are basis charts for soybeans for the past five marketing seasons. The cash
price of soybeans used was on track east-central Illinois shipping points. The cash
price was plotted in relation to the November futures price until the last trading
day in September—that is, if on October 1 the cash price was $2.40 and the November future was $2.55, the plot was made at 15 under the November. The line for the
May future was located above the November future by the difference existing on
the last trading day in September. As one can see from examining the different
charts, this difference changed from year to year.
The charts are thus oversimplified. They assume that prior to November 1 all
hedges are placed in the November future and that they are shifted to May future
at the end of October. In actual practice, the hedger has a choice of futures to
hedge in and to shift to. What he does will depend on what he expects to happen
to the existing spreads as well as basis to fully exploit hedging potential. 2

I

Whether an elevator should hedge or speculate in cash grain is not in question
here. The assumption is that the company has elected not to speculate. This is generally considered a wise election where large inventories are in question.
Spreads are not treated herein. Accordingly, this presentation represents a random kind of hedging that can be improved with study and practice.
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1954-55
The first of the years shown is the most troublesome of the series. The basis was
fairly stable at 13 to 15 cents under the November until the start of harvest. The
basis narrowed during harvest. There was a vigorous holding movement by farmers that year and storage space was quite adequate to hold the crop. As a result, the
available space was large in relation to the market supply of soybeans to put into
it. The going price of storage, as indicated by the basis, went down, i.e., the basis
narrowed. The basis was fairly stable to widening until the latter part of November, when it narrowed at a fairly rapid rate.
It is unusual for the basis to go above the May future, as it did from January through
April. By May it had widened to an unusual discount in relation to the May. Why?
The chart would appear more rational had the delivery months of January and
March been included. The supply of soybeans at the delivery point, Chicago, did
not build up to any appreciable size at harvest and subsequently was reduced to
quite low levels. At the same time, the crop was substantially larger than the year
before and generally judged to be more than adequate to meet all requirements.
Throughout the year there was a chronic market shortage in the midst of plenty.
The January future went to a substantial premium over the March future, the
March to a premium over the May, and the May to a premium over the July. The
market was saying through this succession of premiums, "There are plenty of
soybeans, so an increase in price level is not justified, but more of them are needed
now. In this situation, we must charge you for the privilege of storing rather than
pay you for storing. Please sell now." When the May future became the current
delivery month, the very small stock at Chicago forced the Chicago price (May
future) up in relation to downstate price. This was the cause of the 20-cent basis
loss from March to May.
1955-56
In the second year of the series, the preharvest basis was fairly stable at 10 to 12
cents. Just before harvest it widened to 15 cents and then narrowed to about 8
cents during harvest; then it collapsed to 20 cents under the November and 26
cents under the May, followed by a fast recovery to 15 under the May and a gradual rise to 6 under during May. Except for the harvest narrowing followed by the
post-harvest collapse, this is a nice basis pattern, returning about 12 cents for the
season's storage. If played correctly, the basis had a potential of about 20 cents. Why
did it behave as it did?
The basis started strong as a result of the very narrow basis the preceding year. In
early August, the potential yield per acre was estimated at nearly 23 bushels,
sharply larger than the preceding year's 18 bushels. Note the accompanying widen-
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ing of the basis. The crop deteriorated, accounting for the basis run-up during harvest. The price of soybeans increased sharply in September to a price that seemed
high in view of the crop size and in relation to the loan. Farmers sold heavily,
widening the basis. As soon as the crop was put away, the basis narrowed quickly
some 14 cents during the month of November. The cash price of soybeans was
stable during November. The narrowing of the basis was the result of a decline in
futures.
1956-57
In the third year of the series, the basis was a stable 15 cents a bushel in the preharvest period. The acreage of soybeans was up 2.8 million acres, which was above
average. The basis widened throughout harvest, reaching an extreme of 40 cents
under the May at the end of harvest. The average during harvest was 28 to 30
cents under the May. It eventually went to about 7 cents under the May. A very high
price was offered for storage in the fall of 1956. Note, also, that May was more
than 10 cents over the November on October 1. After October 1, the cash price went
up and the futures down.
1957-58
In the fourth year, the basis stayed between 15 and 17 under the November,
slightly wider than during the preceding year. The November to May spread was
9 cents a bushel on October 1. Again, crop size was substantially larger than in the
preceding year, but by 1957 a large amount of new storage space had been built, and
the crop was taken care of without great difficulty.
The track country station price rose unusually high in relation to the May futures
for a year in which the May future was continually at a premium over the March
and at a discount under the July future. This was the result of a large stock of soybeans of very ordinary quality at Chicago. This stock kept forcing relatively large
carrying charges between futures at Chicago and kept the price at Chicago low
in relation to the downstate price. All of the 1957-crop soybeans were used up in
Illinois. They were not used in Iowa and Minnesota. This tended to make Iowa and
Minnesota tributary to Chicago, with Illinois at a high premium.
1958-59
This brings us to the current year's chart which is, of course, incomplete. The
general pattern has been similar to 1957-58 except that further additions to storage have resulted in a stronger preharvest basis and substantial strength at harvest.
During harvest, there was a strong holding movement by farmers, making it
appear as if processors' storage bins would not be filled. This movement accounts
for the 5-cent basis increase during harvest. But the crop turned out to be so large
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that everyone ran out of space, and the basis went back to its earlier level before
the harvest ended.
The one-week break in basis in late July was the result of the crisis that occurred
in the Middle East. Futures prices are more sensitive to events of this kind than are
cash prices. When there is a sharp change in futures as the result of a single event,
cash lags behind in making the adjustment, but it almost always catches up. In such
cases, the best sale of cash grain is a hedge in futures.
Note that the November to May spread was on the general order of 10 cents a
bushel. Again, a large stock of soybeans accumulated at Chicago.
The post-harvest basis gain was faster than usual, the cash reaching 5 under the
May by early January. The basis has since widened. Last fall many farmers sold
their elevator-stored soybeans as soon as the price reached $2. This occurred in
mid-November. Note that from December 1 to January 15, the basis gain amounted
to 12 cents. Elevators that sold and shipped the storage soybeans that they bought
in the second half of November sat with empty space that earned nothing. Those
who hedged have a 10- to 12-cent profit. The only extra cost was interest.
Where will the basis go from here? There is a large stock of soybeans at Chicago.
It looks as if all of the soybeans in Illinois will be used up before harvest. These two
factors suggest that the basis will narrow, but soybeans at Chicago are of higher
quality this year than last. Further, the bulk of them are needed to meet Chicago
processing requirements and export sales. It may finally become necessary to pull
CCC-owned soybeans from Iowa and Minnesota. This would pull Chicago up in
relation to downstate Illinois.
The basis will probably not get as narrow as last year, and there is a fair chance that
it will widen in June and July. I would unhedge at 5 under the May and drop out.
SOYBEAN CONCLUSIONS AND RULES

These several charts of soybean basis lead us to some conclusions and rules about
hedging:
1. The basis from harvest to late season was about as follows:
1954-55 . . . 24 cents
1955-56... 15 cents
1956-57... 20 cents
1957-58 . . . 21 cents
1958-59 . . . 20 cents
These gains should not be taken as a long-term expectation for the future. The
amount of basis gain will reflect the interrelationship of supply and demand for stor-
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age. If the amount of storage increases in relation to the need for it in the future,
the amount of basis gain will decrease. The amount of basis gain will be generally
in line with other storage revenue arrangements. It is larger because costs are
higher (interest on investment in inventory in particular) and because it is less
certain.
The primary value of hedging to country elevators lies in the possibilities of
increasing the percent of occupancy of storage facilities.
2.

Generally speaking, the considerations that result in a small basis gain result
in a large gain from speculating in cash soybeans, and vice versa. There is no
chance for a large profit from hedging as there is from speculating in cash. At
the same time, there is no chance of loss from hedging so long as the hedging
basis is greater than the cost of making delivery, which almost always is the
case at harvest. Basis gains have averaged less than speculative gains during
the past five years. At the same time, basis gains have exceeded speculative
gains more than half of the time.

For comparison of hedging and cash speculation, it was assumed that hedges were
placed in the May future on October 15 and removed on April 15. By years, the data
and results were as follows:
OCTOBER 15
YEAR

CASH

1954-55

272

CASH GAIN

APRIL 15

FUTURES

CASH

285 V4
236 3 / 4

252

250

281 1/2
233

1955-56

217

1956-57

216

1957-58

216

248 l/ 2
241 7/8 .

1958-59

202 l/ 2

223 l/ 2

228
221 i/ 2

FUTURES

BASIS GAIN

(LOSS)

-20

287 V 2

+ 14 l/ 4
+13 3/4

241 l/ 8

+24 3/8

232
226 3/ g

+21 7/8

+17
+12

+ 16 l/ 8

+19

+64 l/ 2

Note the tendency toward an inverse relationship of basis gain and an increase
in cash price. Because stocks are large, the basis gain tends to be large and the
increase in the cash price less.
3.

4.

Obviously, one does not want to get short the basis after harvest except as it
may be necessary for very short periods. Sometimes, elevators inquire about
substituting futures for farmers' soybeans that are in storage when storage
space runs out. All questions of legality aside, it does not pay. The cash gain
on the futures is greater than the going farmer storage rate.
Hedges placed after the harvest is complete and the crop is put away do not earn
as much per day of storage as hedges placed during harvest because the period
of most rapid basis gain is immediately following harvest. However, hedges
placed after harvest are more profitable than empty space.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

The November-May futures spread varies from year to year. It tends to widen
when stocks of soybeans at Chicago are large. Ten cents is a full carrying
charge; that is, tariff rates plus interest and insurance are about 10 cents for six
months. When spreads in futures approach a full carrying charge and stocks
at Chicago are fairly large, hedges should be placed in nearby futures. There is
a marked tendency for spreads to be greater at harvest than later in the season.
Accordingly, it usually pays to hedge in the more distant futures.
A preharvest basis of 15 cents is normal. When the crop is smaller than
expected early; that is, when it is adversely affected by weather, etc., the basis
narrows into harvest. When the crop appears to be going backward, place
hedges that are designed to earn storage early. When the crop develops favorably and is larger than expected, the basis widens into harvest. In this situation, place hedges late in the harvest period.
The track country station price usually gains to about 5 under the May futures.
The basis on May is highly variable and depends on the Chicago stock and disappearance situation. It usually pays to remove hedges at any time the track
price gets within 5 cents of the May futures unless there is some good reason for expecting further narrowing.
Hedges should not be taken into the delivery month except when the hedger
is quite skilled. The basis during the delivery month is affected by actions of
terminal merchants. Basis behavior in the delivery month frequently is erratic.
The country hedger is in a disadvantageous position.
A preharvest basis as narrow as 10 cents can be sold except when the crop is
deteriorating badly. Elevators can expect to profit by selling cash soybeans
for harvest delivery and buying November futures with excellent chances
of being able to cover the cash position and sell futures at a wider basis at
harvest.
For inventories to be stored and hedged, the elevator should try to average
the basis down from 15 cents. The elevator must buy, store, and hedge when
farmers sell. How much choice one has regarding when to hedge depends
upon how large harvest purchases are in relation to available space. If harvest purchases are twice as large as the amount the elevator has to store and
hedge, there is a 50 percent selectivity, etc. It is almost always necessary to average. It is also prudent. The best time to hedge cannot be selected and could not
be executed if it could be selected.

CORN CHARTS

The following five corn charts are organized in the same way as the soybean charts
except that December and July futures were used. The price was track country
station. The change in July futures was made on October 31.
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1954-55
The spring and early summer basis in 1954 was stable at 15 cents. The moderate
strength into and through harvest was the result of a decrease in estimated crop
yield from 41.3 bushels as of July 1 to 35.2 bushels as of August 1. There was a sharp
post-harvest basis gain of 5 cents, followed by a gradual basis gain of 13 cents.
The December-July difference was 61/2 cents at the end of October.
1955-56
In the second year of the series, the basis started at 15 cents and gradually widened
until harvest, at which time there was a decline of about 7 cents. Post-harvest
recovery was very rapid, the basis gain amounting to 13 cents in two weeks. There
then followed a gradual gain of about 18 cents to the end of the season. It should
be noted that during the five months beginning February 1 the basis gain amounted
to 19 cents, or about 4 cents a month. The December-July switch was 9 cents.
1956-57
Here is a nearly classic basis pattern: 17 cents until harvest, widening to 20 cents
during harvest; a quick narrowing immediately after harvest; and a gradual basis
gain during the rest of the year. The February 1 to July 1 basis gain was about 12
cents, or 21/2 cents a month. The December-July switch was 9 cents.
1957-58
The basis was a very stable 18 cents until harvest. A lot of corn sold for early
harvest shipment and could not be bought. The result was a sharp basis gain at the
outset of harvest. As harvest expanded, farmers sold the crib overrun, putting the
basis back to its earlier level. After harvest, the only unusual development was a
widening of basis in June and July due to extremely small stocks of nongovernment
corn in Chicago. The Chicago price had to go high enough to draw corn out of
Iowa for local processing and shipping.
1958-59
We seem to be in another classic year. The market accurately forecast the harvest basis throughout the spring and summer. The basis made a nice rise immediately after harvest, and the December and July spread was 9 cents at the end of
October. The basis is now about 10 cents under July. Where is it going? Some further strengthening is a reasonable expectation. The non-high-loan corn appears to
be fairly well cleaned up. Chicago free stocks are substantially above year-ago
levels. There is an excellent shipping demand from Chicago. The basis will probably be within 5 cents of July corn.
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CORN CONCLUSIONS AND RULES

The series of corn charts leads us to some conclusions and the establishment of
some rules:
1. The basis gain from harvest to late season was about as follows:
1954-55 . . . 15 cents
1955-56... 23 cents
1956-57... 22 cents
1957-58 . . . 23 cents
1958-59 . . . 16 cents to date
Basis gains similar to those of the past few years have a better chance of prevailing in the future for corn than for soybeans. Corn is harder to store than soybeans.
It is likely that there will be an increased demand for off-farm storage of corn in the
future as the use of picker-shellers and the grain bank expand.
2.

For comparison of hedging and cash speculation, it was assumed that hedgers
were placed in the July future on November 1 and removed on July 1. The
data and results were as follows:
NOVEMBER 1

JULY 1

CASH GAIN

YEAR

CASH

FUTURES

CASH

FUTURES

1954-55

143

162 7/ 8

1411/2

1031/2

129 V2
1351/g

+18i/ 4

1957-58

139 Vs
148i/ 4
1281/4

147

1956-57

1091/2
122

1421/ 8
148 5/ 8

+191/4

1955-56

1221/2
1271/2

BASIS GAIN

+18

(LOSS)

IV2
+ 37 1/2

+17 V 8

+
V2
+ 24

+ 157/8

+ 21

(APRIL 23)

1958-59

971/2

1291/2

1181/2

125 5/ 8

The average basis gain was slightly larger than the average cash gain. The result was
much more consistent. Again, the smallest basis gains tend to be associated with
the largest cash gains and vice versa.
3.
4.

5.

6.

The same comments about going about the basis apply to corn as applied to
soybeans.
The corn basis gain after the first of the year is generally quite substantial. It
exceeds the usual custom storage rates by a wide margin and offers an opportunity to use otherwise empty space.
In recent years, there has been an opportunity to switch hedges from December to July futures at about a full carrying charge. This difference tends to be
widest at harvest.
A preseason basis of 15 to 20 cents appears to be normal. It is influenced by the
prospective crop.
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7

8.

9.

The basis tends to gain to about 5 cents under the July. It is fairly safe to take
hedges into July except when Chicago free stocks of corn are below 4 million bushels. However, 5 under the July is a good selling basis.
A preharvest basis of 12 cents can be sold except as the crop is deteriorating
badly. The amount sold and the commitment for time of delivery must be
based on the amount and timing of elevator purchases. The elevator must
study the history of its own purchases, as these vary substantially by localities.
For inventories to be stored and hedged, the elevator should try to average
the basis down from 20 cents. Purchases made from the middle to the end of
harvest are usually the most profitable.

GENERAL CONCLUSION

Two points stand out: (1) the use of basis offers an opportunity to handsomely
supplement country elevator income by making advantageous sales of cash grain,
by increasing the average per-bushel storage rate, and by increasing the average rate
of occupancy of space; and (2) careful study, strong capitalization, and skill in caring for cash grain are essential in a hedging program.
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